
Teen Graphic Novels/Manga

Through the Woods by Emily Carroll GN
Come take a walk in the woods and see what awaits you there…this graphic novel compiles five mysterious,

horrific, and spine-tingling stories that follow journeys into (and out of?) the eerie abyss.
 

Tokyo Ghoul by Sui Ishida* Manga
Ken is thrilled to go on a date with the beautiful Rize, but it turns out she’s only interested in his body…

eating it, that is. When a botched rescue turns him into the first human/Ghoul hybrid, Ken has to find his

place both in the human and Ghoul worlds.
 

Fairy Tail by Hiro Mashima* Manga
Celestial wizard Lucy wants to join the Fairy Tail, a club for the most powerful wizards but instead, her

ambitions land her in the clutches of a gang of unsavory pirates led by a devious magician. With

companions like this, is Lucy better off with her enemies?
 

I Am Alfonso Jones by Tony Medina GN
Alfonso Jones is a teen boy, excited to be in his school’s production of Hamlet and to buy his first suit;

however, his life is taken when a police officer mistakes a clothes hanger for a gun, and shoots him. This

book follows Alfonso in the afterlife, as well as the fallout of his death on friends, family, and his

community.
 

A Silent Voice by Yoshitoki Oima* Manga
Shoya is a bully and when Shoko, a girl who can’t hear, enters his class, she becomes he and his friends’

favorite target to the point that Shoko is forced to leave the school. Six years later, the two meet again.

Can Shoya make up for his past mistakes, or is it too late?
 

One-Punch Man by ONE* Manga
Saitama isn’t your average or everyday superhero, though he has a big problem- he can’t seem to find a

worthy enough opponent. Every time a promising villain appears, he beats them with just one punch! Can

Saitama finally find an opponent who can give his life some meaning, or is he doomed to a life of boredom?
 

America by Gabby Rivera & Joe Quinones* GN
She’s been a Young Avenger, an Ultimate, and now she’s in her very own comic! Follow America Chavez as

she enters college and tries to heal from a breakup...all while battling interdimensional monsters and saving

the world!
 

Cyborg by John Semper Jr. & Paul Pelletier* GN 
Half-man, half-machine and longtime member of the Justice League, Cyborg faces a fatal systems crash

over his latest identity crisis: Is he truly more dead than alive? Will Cyborg's human side win out? Or will he

find out he's really just a machine who thinks he's a man?
 

Wandering Son by Takako Shimura* Manga
Preteens Shuichi and Yoshino become fast friends in school and have a lot in common: happy homes, loving

families, and good health. They also have a shared secret: Shuichi is a boy who identifies as a girl, and

Yoshino is a girl who identifies as a boy. Follow these two friends in this heartrending coming-of-age series
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Nimona by Noelle Stevenson GN
Nimona is a spunky young shapeshifter with a knack for villainy, which leads her to become sidekick to

supervillain Lord Ballister Blackheart in an effort to prove that not all heroes are who they appear to be.

Her powers, however, lead her into unpredictable danger!
 

Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up With Me by Mariko Tamaki & Rosemary Valero-

O'Connell GN
Laura Dean, the most popular girl in school, is Freddy’s dream girl…but maybe not the best girlfriend.

Follow Freddy as she attempts to deal with their most recent breakup and discover what happens when

she ditches the toxic relationships she craves to embrace the healthy ones she needs.
 

The Backstagers by James Tynion IV, Rian Rygh, & Walter Baiamonte* GN
All the world's a stage…but what happens behind the curtain is literally pure magic! Follow transfer

student Jory as he joins and befriends the school’s stage crew, as well as finds out the secrets that lie

behind the curtains and under the stage.
 

Check, Please! by Ngozi Ukazu* GN
Former figure skating champion and enthusiastic baker Bitty joins the Samwell University hockey team in

search of a new challenge and a place to belong; what he doesn’t expect is to fall in love with the team

captain, Jack.
 

Paper Girls by Brian K. Vaughan, Cliff Chiang, & Matt Wilson* GN
In the early hours after Halloween of 1988, four 12-year-old newspaper delivery girls uncover the most

important story of all time. Suburban drama and otherworldly mysteries collide in this series about

nostalgia, first jobs, and the last days of childhood.
 

On a Sunbeam by Tillie Walden GN
Throughout the deepest reaches of space, Mia joins and befriends a crew that rebuilds beautiful and

broken-down structures, putting the past back together. What the crew doesn’t know is her true

intentions…and what she’ll do to be reunited with her long-lost love. 
 

The Prince and the Dressmaker by Jen Wang GN
Prince Sebastian’s parents are looking for a bride for him, but the only thing he truly cares about is his

secret night life as fashion icon Lady Crystallia! With the help of his friend and brilliant dressmaker

Frances, Lady Crystallia takes Paris by storm…but at what cost?
 

American Born Chinese by Gene Luen Yang GN
Three stories intertwine and comprise this modern graphic novel classic, which addresses romance, family,

and what it means to be a first generation immigrant in America…with a little magic thrown in.
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